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Abstract—This paper proposes the design, analysis and control
of a Unified Power Quality Conditioner with embedded hybrid
energy storage, based on supercapacitors and Li-ion batteries for
power condition in distribution grids. The proposed system is able
to compensate voltage sags and swells, current unbalances as well
as operation in grid-forming mode when required. The paper is
focused on the complete system design, including the power stage,
energy storage and control system. System operation is assessed
by using a real profile obtained from a power meter installed in
an industrial installation.

Index Terms—UPQC, Hybrid Energy Storage, Distribution
Networks, Power Quality

I. INTRODUCTION

Power quality events affecting the distribution grid are a
major concern for modern power systems [1]. Active compen-
sation can be achieved both by series or/and parallel (shunt)
connection [2]. The combination of both is known as Unified
Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC), which is close related to
the Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) used in transmis-
sion systems [3], [4]. The basic UPQC configuration uses a
shunt connected device to keep the dc-link constant as well as
to compensate unbalances and harmonics currents demanded
by the load and a series device, in back-to-back configuration
with the shunt, to control the load-side voltage, thus reducing
the effect of voltage sags and swells [3]. The incorporation
of energy storage systems (ess) into the UPQC triggers new
capabilities for these devices: 1) stiffer dc-link even with large
variations in the AC voltage, 2) wide voltage control variation,
including support of black-start operation and 3) operation in
the 4-quadrants independently of the grid [5]–[9]. Different
technologies have been used for the energy storage integration.
However, Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors are among the
most popular choices [6], [7], [10].

Operation of UPQC devices for voltage compensation can
be implemented by injecting a series voltage in: 1) phase
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with the line current (UPQC-P), 2) orthogonal voltage to the
line current (UPQC-Q) or a combination of both (UPQC-S)
[3]. The first alternative is the more effective in terms of
voltage compensation, allowing both for compensating sags
and swells. However, it requires an increased source current
while compensating that in turn could cause further voltage
drops in weak grids. The second, only requires reactive power
exchange. However, it needs a larger voltage injection for the
compensation and can not be used for the compensation of
voltage swells. The third is a combination of the first two, in
which the voltage is injected with a given angle with respect
to the line current. It adds control complexity and still can
not operate when the grid is not present. In this paper, the
incorporation of a hybrid energy storage system, based on
a Li-ion battery and supercapacitor modules, into the UPQC
topology allows for the active power compensation (UPCQ-
P) with a reduced impact on the grid current, thus improving
the system controllability and the dc-link stiffness. Besides
that, the proposed system can work in grid-generation mode.
The proposed power converter is shown in Fig. 1. As it can
be seen, the ac interface is built by a 4-leg architecture, so
neutral current and voltage can be actively controlled.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the system
description, including all the parameters used for the design
as well as the detailed schematic with the power converter
topology is presented. In Section III, the control system
design for the shunt, series and energy storage converters is
developed. In Section V, simulation results for the system
evaluation are included. Finally, the main conclusions of the
paper are summarized in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND POWER CONVERTER
DESIGN

The proposed power converter is based on a shunt-series
connection with two dc/dc synchronous power converters for
the integration of the energy storage elements. The schematic
of the system, as well as the photos for the prototype currently
being built, are shown in Fig. 1 and the relevant parameters
for the different elements are listed in Table I.
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Fig. 1. Schematic for the proposed UPQC-ESS device and details for the prototype under construction.

A. System description

The connection of the proposed compensator to the grid
is shown in Fig. 1. In there, it can be seen the connection
to the grid point of common coupling (PCC) and the system
load. In this paper, the grid is emulated by a series impedance
with an ideal voltage source. The series impedance models
the line according to the parameters shown in Table I. Four
quadrants constant power loads are considered for the sake of
generalization.

As discussed in the literature [4], the UPQC connection can
be done in two different configurations: 1) shunt connected to
the PCC and series following before the load and 2) series at
the PCC and shunt downstream. In this paper, configuration
2 has been chosen in which first the series compensation is

achieved and after the shunt converter can be dedicated to
reactive power and harmonic compensation. The fundamental
advantage of this configuration is that the series compensation
allows for obtaining a balanced nearly-constant voltage at
the shunt and load connection points, thus easing the shunt
synchronization and operation. It shall be remarked that,
during the black-start operation, the shunt is used for the grid
generation while the series converter can be either bypassed
or operated with a zero voltage reference.

B. Power converter design

For the power converter design, modularity has played a
critical role. Considering the system shall be scaled to different
power/energy levels, selection for the power electronics and
ess components has been done considering the scalability of



TABLE I
SYSTEM AND CONTROL PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

Lse 97.2 µH Lsh 0.55 mH Lbatt/Lsc 0.8 mH Cdc 8.4 mF
Cse 1.38 mF Csh 10.0 µF
Nse 3 Nsh 3 V nombatt /V nomsc 96/102 V V nomdc 250 V

Cvse ωn 50 Hz Cish ωn 500 Hz Ciess ωn 500 Hz Cvdc ωn 50 Hz
Cvse ξ 1 Cish ξ

√
2/2 Ciess ξ

√
2/2 Cvdc ξ 1

fswse 10 kHz fswsh 10 kHz fswbatt/f
sw
sc 10 kHz

V phg 400 V X/R 0.32 Lpu 0.2µH
m

Lg 1 mH
Rpu 0.2mΩ

m
Rg 1 Ω

TABLE II
SYSTEM COMPONENTS.

Component Rated Voltage Rated Current

Power converter stacks 400 Vac 180 A
MTM-1/2B2IC

Li-ion battery 48 V 180 A
eBick 180 PRO

Supercapacitor module 102 V 270 A, 40 deg ∆T
SKELMOD 102 V MODULE

the solution. Details about the system components are listed
in Table II. Modular IGBT power stacks from Rectficadores
Guasch (9 MTM-1/2B2IC units, 180 A each) have been
selected for all the power conversion stages. For the Li-ion
battery, two series-connected modules from Cegasa Energı́a
(eBick 180 PRO, 48 V/180 A) are used, whereas a single
module from Skeleton is employed for the supercapacitor
(SKELMOD 102 V MODULE, 88 F). Rated power for both
the shunt and series converter is 100 kW. Regarding the
transformer, a 1 : 3 ratio has been selected in order to avoid
an excessive boost ratio from the dc/dc converter used for the
energy storage integration. Single-phase iron core transformers
are used. Even though the resulting system is less compact, the
independent control of the neutral makes this approach more
flexible. AC coupling inductances are also iron-core based.
Pictures for the most relevant elements are also shown in Fig.
1.

III. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

The control system has been designed using a classical
vector control approach for the shunt and series converters
and a non-linear decoupling control for the interface and
power sharing of the dc/dc stages used for the interface of
the ess. All the enumerated controllers are standard PI in
ideal form. Implementation is done in discrete domain using
bilinear approximation and synchronous sampling. The system
capabilities can be summarized as follows: 1) operation in
the 4-quadrants, 2) able to black-start, 3) compensation of
system unbalances both in the voltage and load currents. A
diagram for the proposed control system is shown in Fig. 2.
The implementation of the different control loops is following

explained, grouped by power converter: 1) shunt converter, 2)
series converter, 3) ess converters.

A. Shunt converter

The shunt converter plays two different roles depending on
the operation mode; grid-tied and black-start followed by grid-
islanding.

1) Grid-tied operation: When grid-tied, the shunt device
is responsible for keeping the dc-link charged as well for
compensating for the reactive current demanded by the load.
As said before, the control system is implemented using a
classical vector control approach, considering the decoupling
of feedforward terms derived from the power demands of
the series converter. The implemented modulation scheme
is a sine-triangle modulation with third harmonic injection,
thus being equivalent to basic space vector modulation. The
modulator of the 4th leg, connected to the neutral, is com-
manded to inject the third harmonic, thus avoiding homopolar
components due to the power converter modulation to circulate
in the neutral connector. The implementation is shown in Fig.
2 a).

2) Black-start operation: In absence of grid due to a fault,
the proposed power topology can autonomously provide the
energy to the local loads. The shunt-converter is responsible
for it, by changing its control mode from STATCOM mode
(reactive power compensator) to grid-forming mode. In this
operation mode, the dc-link is controlled by the battery dc/dc
converter, while the ac voltage is controlled by the shunt
converter. The control system implementation is shown in Fig.
2 d). This control mode shall allow a smooth transition to
grid-tied operation, by providing a synchronization mechanism
between the shunt generated voltage and the grid once the
fault is clear. For this, the control system shown in Fig. 3
is proposed. The main idea is to make the synchronization
to happen when the vector error between the shunt-side and
the grid-side voltage vectors is below a threshold and the
next voltage zero-crossing occurs. As shown in the figure, this
is implemented by a close-loop method following discussed.
The complex error components (magnitude and angle) are
calculated and PI controllers are used for the minimization of
the error. For the magnitude compensation, the implementation
is straightforward and no other considerations need to be
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Fig. 2. Control system implementation. a) shunt converter, b) series converter, c) ess converter. d) Control in black-start mode. Bold symbols are used for
complex-vector variables representation. Variables as defined in Fig. 1. Controller gains and parameters as given in Table I.

included. However, for the angle error minimization, a detailed
explanation is needed. The angle function is wrapped between
[−π, π], what makes direct difference calculation impossible
due to the phase jumps. Two strategies can be here used. The
first one, which is the simplest solution, it to make a angle
unwrap operation before the error computation. This transfor-
mation allows to directly calculate the error without any phase
jump. However, this strategy could potentially cause resolution
problems in the digital implementation due to the variable
being unbounded. A second, more interesting approach, is to

keep the phase constraint and using the properties of the sin
and cos functions over the angular difference. When the two
vectors are aligned, the sin of the angle difference will be zero.
This makes this signal a good candidate to an error signal to
be minimized by the close-loop strategy. However, the same
value is reached when the two vectors are in phase opposition
(180 deg.). In order to resolve the uncertainty, the cos function
is used as a polarity detection. Considering its value changes
from 1 to −1 when the phase error moves from 0 to 180 deg, it
could be used as shown in Fig. 3. Even thought this approach



seems quite simple, is needed to remark that the tuning of the
two PI controllers used for the phase minimization requires a
careful design. As graphically depicted in Fig. 3, the output
of the polarity detection compensator is added as a frequency
command to the frequency increment commanded by the sin
controller. This makes that this second controller sees the
polarity signal as a disturbance, which tries to compensate.
If that happens, the wrong alignment could occur. In order to
avoid that, a much lower bandwidth is set to the sin controller
than to the polarity one, so the 180 deg jump is successfully
achieved when needed.

B. Series converter

The series converter is responsible of load-side voltage
regulation. The implementation is shown in Fig. 2 b). As
it can be seen, based on the error between the required and
real load voltage, a reference for the voltage across the series
transformer is generated. From there, using a cascaded vector-
control approach, the internal current control and the converter
voltage command are successively obtained. Same modulation
scheme as in the shunt is used, considering in this case only
three legs. As explained in the previous section, when the
UPQC works isolated from the grid, the series converter could
be either bypass or commanded with zero voltage reference.

C. ESS converter

The ESS converter is built by two independent bidirectional
synchronous rectifiers, one for the battery and another for
the supercapacitor module. The main objective of the ESS
is to compensate for the active power required by the series
converter. For that, a power equivalence is established among
the series and the two ESS converters. A sharing mechanism
consisting on two complementary 1st order low-pass and high-
pass filter is used for filtering the power commands to the
battery and the supercapacitor respectively. The implementa-
tion is shown in Fig 2 c). When the system works isolated
from the grid, the dc-link voltage control is implemented using
the battery-side converter. The proposed control architecture is
shown in Fig. 2 d).

IV. DYNAMIC MODEL

The system dynamics are accounted considering the dif-
ferent state variables, according to the main system schema
shown in Fig. 1. In there, the following variables can be easily
seen at the different conversion stages.

1) dc/ac Shunt converter: The power conversion includes,
considering the dc-link capacitor to be part of this stage, two
states xsh = [vdc, ish].

2) dc/ac Series converter: The series converter state vari-
ables are determined by its output filter, which has a LC
structure; xse = [ise, vcse].

3) dc/dc Battery converter: The battery connection is per-
formed by a synchronous rectifier converter, only having an
inductor filter; xbatt = [ibatt].

4) dc/dc Supercapacitor converter: The Supercapacitor
conversion scheme is the same than the one used for the
battery; xsc = [isc].

Additionally to the converter-related state variables, the grid
input current is also defined as an state variable xg = [ig].
The manipulated input variable at all the conversion stages is
named as the corresponding duty cycle [dsh, dse, dbat, dsc]. It
shall be remarked that for the multiphase converters, i.e. shunt
and series, the input variables are considered vectors with
the same dimensions than the number of controlled phases
(4 for the shunt and 3 for the series). The proposed model
could also be extended to include the transformers dynamics,
considering the leakage inductance. However, being the trans-
former series connected to each of the dc/ac converter output
filters, the overall dynamics are generally dominated by the
filter impedance and thus are here neglected. The grid voltage,
vg , battery voltage, vbat, and supercpacitor voltage, vsc, are
modelled as external inputs. The system output variable, and
the one to be controlled, is the voltage at the pcc vpcc. For the
base case, when the UPQC is not installed, the pcc voltage
matches the load voltage vpcc = vld. In here it shall be
remarked the ac variables are represented by the corresponding
complex-vectors.

The proposed dynamic model is shown in Fig. 4. Two differ-
ent colors are used for representing the original uncontrolled
load (grey) and the paths added by the UPQC (blue). From
the block diagram, it is clear how the shunt converter could
be used for the filtering of the load current by controlling the
ish current and the series converter to compensate for the load
voltage variations by the manipulation of the vpq voltage. The
modelling also captures the use of the energy storage system
and its role in the sharing of the dc-link voltage. The dc-link
voltage is affected by the current sources connected to it; the
battery current, ibat, the supercapacitor current, isc, as well
as the dc-link-referred shunt converter current, idcsh and series
one idcse. The signs clearly shown the energy balance, being
the series converter a energy-sink port and the shunt converter
a energy-source. In the absence of the energy storage, the
demanded energy from the series converter has to be supplied
from the shunt.

As it can be seen, is a non-linear average model that can be
easily used for the tuning of the proposed control system. The
cascade-based control architecture is designed so each of the
controllers tackles its own state dynamics. Non-linearities are
decoupled as shown in the control system implementation.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the initial evaluation, a switching model has been
implemented in PLECS. The simulation results are shown in
Fig. 5. Real grid voltage profiles have been obtained with a
power analyzer installed in the PCC of a posible final user of
the proposed system. The data was obtained with a 10 kHz
sampling frequency. The most relevant grid events have been
used for the generation of the test profile. Additionally, an
active load working in the four quadrants has been considered
to evaluate the system disturbance rejection capabilities as
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well as the reactive power compensation. The following load
changes are considered: at t=0.5 s, a 10 kW active load is
connected. At t=0.6 s, the same load is applied in generation
mode. At t=0.7 s, −5 kVA of reactive power are added. The
load is applied as an step-wise function, filtered by a 2nd low-
pass filter, 1 kHz bandwidth. The simulation test is described
as follows:

1) The converter starts in grid-connection mode. At t=0.1
s, the shunt device charges the dc-link to the rated value
(250 V). The series converter has the bypass enabled
and the ess converters are disconnected.

2) The ess converters are enabled at t=0.3 s. As it can

be seen, the power sharing between the battery and
supercapacitor meet the active power commanded by the
series converter (Fig. 5h).

3) At t=0.4 s, the series converter bypass is opened and the
control system is enableb. The load-voltage is controlled
to the desired voltage reference (340 V) (see Fig. 5b).

4) At t=0.7 s, a change in the reactive power demmanded
by the load is commanded. The shunt reactive power
compensator is disabled.

5) At t=0.1.05 s, the reactive power compensator is en-
abled. The reactive power is thus controlled by the shunt
converter, while the grid reactive current drops to zero
(see Fig. 5d and Fig. 5f).

This operation modes allows to determine that the power
converter can effectively compensate for different kind of loads
and grid-voltage variarions.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated the feasible operation of a
UPQC in the 4-quadrants. A detailed dynamic model and the
control system design have been also included. The proposed
system has been evaluated by simulation results, in which the
different considered control modes are evaluated. Description
of the converter assembly, including references for all the main
components, as well as design specifications has been as well
included.
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